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filled, all surplus cement must be carefully removed from the inside of the pipe.
After the pipes are properly laid they must be carefully covered with earth, well rammed, both on the sides and top of the pipe for at least twelve inches in depth.
At the ends of pipes culverts, such parapet or protection walls of brick, stone or concrete shall be built as the Engineer may direct, said walls to be laid in accordance with the foregoing specifications, and paid for by the cubic yard measured in the wall.
Pipe culverts will be paid for by the linear foot measured from end to end of the pipes when laid, the price so paid to cover the whole cost of materials and labor of every kind incident to the completion of the work.
TIMBER   TKESTLtNQ.
General Requirements.—All timber structures, including pile and frame trestles, wooden abutments and piers, must be built according to the plans and instructions furnished by the Engineer. The drawings will be to scale, but in all cases dimensions are to be taken from the figures and not hy scale. In case any dimensions are omitted, the matter shall be referred to the Engineer. Timber, iron and piles will be paid for in the finished structure, and the prices paid are to cover the east of materials, tools, scaffolding, excavation, watching and all other items of expense necessary for the execution and maintenance of the work until its final acceptance. No waste of any kind will be paid for except "piles cut off," which will be paid for at the contract: price.
The Contractor shall render the Inspector or Pile Recorder any assistance that may be required in the performance of his work.
riles."--Piles shall he sound and straight sticks of white oak or red cypress, cut from living trees, and shall have all the bark peeled off. Each pile must have at least twelve inches of heart where cut off to receive the cap, and at the smaller end must be not less than nine inches in diameter.
All piles must be properly pointed, or if required, shod with iron shoes, and then driven until they sink not more than five inches under the last five blows of a 2,000 pound hammer, falling twenty-five feet, but a heavier hammer with a shorter fall, equivalent in effect to the foregoing, will he preferred. In driving, the piles must be capped with wrought: iron rings, or preferably, with a cup-shaped iron follower, to prevent: splitting. Where iron shoes are required, they must be of a kind directed

